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QUESTION 1

A customer has indicated that IT staff members spend a lot of their time troubleshooting. The architect plans to propose
Aruba 8400 switches at the core. What feature of this switch can the architect emphasize to address the customer
issue? 

A. Network Analytics Engine (NAE) 

B. Smart Rate ports 

C. Dynamic segmentation 

D. Virtual Switching Extension (VSX) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is one key differentiating feature of Aruba IntroSpect? 

A. continuous monitoring and attack detection, with over one hundred supervised and unsupervised models 

B. proactive anomaly detection 

C. unmatched antivirus detection for over 2,000 known viruses, and downloadable updates for signatures 

D. secure and public guest Wi-Fi management 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.google.com/url? sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=11andcad=rjaanduact=8a
ndved=2ahUKEwj69tWHtpbnAhWMDOwKHd
vQBCQQFjAKegQIAxABandurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcommunity.arubanetworks.com%2Faruba%
2Fattachments%2Faruba%2Funified-wired-wireless-access%2F82172%2F7%
2FAirheads_Meetup_Introspect_ClearPass.pdfandusg=AOvVaw1Rd2iv2DIcbNNn1yf5dzzo 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has an Aruba wireless network, but not wired. You want to emphasize the value of deploying Aruba access
switches as well. 

What is one advantage that you can explain? 

A. ArubaOS switches support the same embedded, role-based firewall as Aruba controllers and Instant Aps, leading to
duplicated policy enforcement. 

B. ArubaOS switches provide a Network AnalyticsEngine (NAE) that helps to monitor, and ensure the health of both the
wired and connected wireless network. 

C. ArubaOS switches that connect to Aruba Aps can provide beacon management software and help location-based
services. 
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D. ArubaOS switches can automatically re-configure their ports with the correct VLAN, QoS, and PoE+ settings when an
Aruba AP connects. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A small customer has given you a list of requirements. 

Which requirement indicates the company will require an HPE Aruba solution, rather than an HPE OfficeConnect
solution? 

A. secure guest and employee access 

B. 802.11ac wireless support 

C. uplinks that support up to 10 GbE 

D. high-density deployment that supports UCC 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement indicates that the customer could benefit from Aruba asset tracking capabilities? 

A. "Our nurses are constantly running around looking for misplaced equipment; this not only wastes time, but also
negatively affects and quality of care we provide to our patients". 

B. "We are a growing business and we want to encourage our employees to bring their own devices, but we are not
exactly sure how best to manage and onboard all of these devices". 

C. "We have several big machines at on our main constructions sites, a we need a process to quickly and accurately
calibrate them all to help avoid any mishaps". 

D. "We have developed an app that our customers can download to explore the services available at our venue, but we
want to enhance the app with more location-specific information". 

Correct Answer: A 
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